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Sam Foster is the hero of this YA comic novel by Ted Staunton. He's six foot four, and over his high school
years has adopted the Slouch - an attempt to draw less attention to himself in crucial situations. In school, for
example, or when walking with friends who are much shorter. Sam's got talent - he's the drummer in a rock
band named ADHD, and he's also a sometime assistant to Hope Springs' registered eccentric/blowhard J.
Earl Good enough. What Sam has to figure out is how to show sufficient responsibility to finally reach the
heights of "maturity" his parents hold out as a measure. Dealing with his anarchistic girlfriend Martha is one
challenge - she loves breaking all the rules. In addition there are the normal hazards of drinking too much
before the school dance, getting his drivers' permit, deserving the trust of his parents when they leave him
and his friend Darryl alone for the weekend, completing all the volunteer hours he needs to acquire before
graduation - and stick handling his way by the oppressive Mr. Tegwar, surely one of the least appealing of
teachers at the high school. Sam's worst fear is letting people down - which of course means letting himself
down as well. By the end of this comic novel, Sam has figured out a number of things - among them that he
and his girl friend are not suited to each other, and that adults are not always as mature as they appear to be.
He has absorbed some of the rules for achieving maturity, though he has not yet reached that pinnacle.
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From reader reviews:

Russell Carson:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open as well as read a book allowed Acting Up?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book,
you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have some other opinion?

Michael Farrell:

The book Acting Up can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why
must we leave the good thing like a book Acting Up? Several of you have a different opinion about e-book.
But one aim that will book can give many information for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to
closer together with your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you could give for each other;
you may share all of these. Book Acting Up has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and
massive function for you. You can seem the enormous world by open and read a guide. So it is very
wonderful.

Lisa Bates:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With reading through you can get a lot
of information which will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their reader with their story or maybe
their experience. Not only the story that share in the books. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young ones, there
are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on earth always try to improve their talent in
writing, they also doing some study before they write on their book. One of them is this Acting Up.

Bruce Hensley:

Reading a book to become new life style in this season; every people loves to learn a book. When you
examine a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your
knowledge, because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what
kinds of book that you have read. If you need to get information about your study, you can read education
books, but if you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, such us novel, comics, and soon.
The Acting Up offer you a new experience in reading through a book.
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